
Grade 3 Gardening Unit - Lesson 2 

Subject:  Science and Technology                     Grade Level:  3  

Unit: Understanding Life Systems: Growth and Changes in Plants    

Big Ideas:  

● Plants have distinct characteristics. 

● There are similarities and differences among various types of plants.  

● Plants are the primary source of food for humans. 

Learning Skills and Work Habits: (from Provincial Report Card) 

● Collaboration – Critical thinking to solve problems 

● Initiative 

● Responsibility 

Lesson Two:   The Tower Garden and Planting Seeds 

Lesson delivered by classroom teacher with assistance from ONFE staff. In this lesson we 

introduce the Tower Garden, discuss some safety considerations, and plant our first seeds. 

After this lesson the seedlings will need to grow for a couple of weeks before we transplant 

them into the Tower Garden. 

Learning Goals: 

● Understand the basics of how the Tower Garden will work 

● Become aware of safety procedures  

● Plant seeds and understand how to care for them to grow seedlings 

 

Curriculum Expectations: 

1.2 assess the impact of different human activities on plants, and list personal actions they 

can engage in to minimize harmful effects and enhance good effects. 

2.1 follow established safety procedures during science and technology investigations. 

2.3 germinate seeds and record similarities and differences as seedlings develop. 

3.7 describe the different ways in which plants are grown for food. 

 

Materials:  

● Seed starter kit from Tower Garden 

● Seeds (from Tower Garden or purchased from a store to grow other things) 

● Bucket or sink that can be filled with water 

● Tower Garden Manual 

● Dixie cups 

● Optional: Toothpicks and sticky labels (to make labels for each seedling) 

  



 

Getting Started: The Tower Garden 

● The first thing we need to do is to soak the rock wool seed starting cubes. Show the 

class what you are doing (place them in a container of water). “We’ll get back to 

that!” 

● Now, today we will be starting our own plants for our classroom garden. What form 

is a plant in when we first start growing it? (a seed) 

○ You will each get to plant some seeds yourself today.  

● It will take a bit of time for the seeds to grow into seedlings. We’ll watch them grow 

and observe them - in a bright spot (point out where you’ll place the seedling tray).  

● When the seedlings are ready we will put them into our garden.  

● But where is our garden? 

○ We haven’t set it up yet, but it is in this box. We will set it up when the 

seedlings are ready in a couple of weeks.  

○ Show image of Tower Garden (see slide show) 

● Explain basics of how garden works (keeping in mind that students will see it up 

close soon. So this is just to give them a basic idea).  

○ Plants go into growing spots. The tower has water water in it - which runs 

down the tube to soak the roots.  

 

Safety 

● We will be doing lots of hands on things - so it’s important to always listen carefully 

and follow instructions! 

● Plants are delicate so we will never touch them unless a teacher tells us to! 

● We have to add nutrients (fertilizer) to the water that the plants use. ONLY ADULTS 

will use the fertilizer. It is very strong and has to be mixed with the water so it’s safe 

for the plants.  

● If you’re unsure about something - ask! 

● The towers will be plugged in (for lights and the water pump). Never touch the plugs, 

or anything connected to the electrical system. This will be done by adults. You 

could zap yourself but you could also change a setting and your plants would die! 

● Finally: Always wash your hands after working with your plants and garden.  

● We’ll go over this again when we get our tower going in a couple of weeks.  

 

 

  



 

Action: Planting Seeds 

Instructions to start seeds are in the Tower Garden Manual. Please consult! Here is a 

summary however, and ways to involve the students:  

● Remove rock wool from water (after about 30 minutes have passed - if you need to 

kill time discuss the seeds you’ll use first - see below) 

○ Show the class how each cube has a hole where we can place seeds.  

○ Explain: this is not soil - but we learned that plants don’t need soil as long as 

we supply what the soil normally gives them: nutrients! 

○ We have soaked the rock wool in water with nutrients added in already. 

● Now every student gets to plant some seeds! 

○ Discuss choices they have. Take the time to show them what the plants will 

look like (see slide show) and discuss what you could do with them.  

○ Let each student choose seeds. Make them count out the number of seeds 

they’ll need. 

■ 6 - 12 for lettuce 

■ Herbs: 6 seeds 

■ Vegetables with larger seeds (tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, beans): 

1 - 2 seeds 

○ Place seeds in a dixie cup (or similar) 

● Prepare labels: 

○ Students should write down their name and what they are planting on a 

sticky label. Peel the label off and stick to a toothpick.  

● Planting: 

○ Form a circle around the seed starter kit. Each student will carefully carry 

their seeds with them. 

○ Take turns planting the seeds.  

○ Place all of your seeds into one hole. Lightly fill the hole with vermiculite 

(only fill it half for lettuce seeds). Sprinkle some water over the vermiculite. 

■ Vermiculite is a light rock that retains water very well in all its little 

holes. 

○ Stick the label into the rock wool beside where they planted their seeds. 

Alternative: use the template below to record what is in each rock wool cube. 

○ At the end add a little water in the bottom of the tray. Do not close the lid. 

● Place the seeds close to a window where they get light. 

● We’ll observe them now until they are ready to transplant! 

 

Consolidation: Journal Entry 

● Write down which type of seeds they planted, what they did to plant the seed (how 

many seeds, how deep, covered with vermiculite) 

● Make drawing of what they hope their plant will look like one day. 

 

Follow-up over the next week or two: 



● Observe the seed tray every day. When the first seedlings start appearing make a 

journal entry writing down what they observe: colour, shape, size, how many 

seedlings etc. 

 

  



Seed Map – What grows where? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 


